20 College Avenue Campus

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).

---

Bishop House Area
All-day programs

10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Achieving Potential through Self-Defense
Learn about Kokikai Aikido, a self-defense training system that stresses timing, centering, and coordination rather than meeting force with force. Sports Clubs, Rutgers Recreation CABH-343

Air Force ROTC
Become an Air Force Officer while earning your college degree. In Air Force ROTC, you will make the most of your college experience. Hone your time-management, analytical, and physical fitness skills. You will also have an opportunity to earn a scholarship! If you are up to the challenge, the rewards will last a lifetime. Military Science; Military Education, Air Force CABH-12

Animal Cruelty and Environmental Awareness
Learn about the benefits of a plant-based diet, as well as animal cruelty and environmental destruction. Rutgers Veg Society CABH-265

Asian American Brothers
Learn about this Asian interest fraternity. Pi Delta Psi, Inc. CABH-136

Building Community
Learn how the Residence Hall Association develops communities through programming, advocacy, and leadership development. Bring the kids for a bowling activity, or spin the prize wheel to answer questions about Rutgers. Residence Hall Association CABH-429

Chi Alpha Arts and Crafts Booth
Arts and crafts for all ages. Rutgers Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship CABH-563

Come De-Stress!
Make a stress ball, and learn more about our organization. Chi Alpha Epsilon National Honor Society CABH-272

Cornhole with the Brothers
Bring the whole family for a rousing game of cornhole! The Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta CABH-525

Craft to Cure
Make birds, butterflies, and bees out of tissue paper, paint, and construction paper. Rutgers Craft to Cure CABH-214

Demarest Hall Events
Learn about this special-interest dorm on College Avenue that caters to students with a love of the arts, culture, history, and more. Demarest Hall CABH-121

Dental Kit Drive
Make a dental kit complete with toothbrushes, toothpaste, floss, and a card, to be donated to a New Brunswick shelter. United Muslim Relief (UMR) CABH-82

DIY Doppi
Make and paint your own doppi, a traditional hat, while enjoying snacks from Central Asia and international political affairs. Students for Justice in Palestine CABH-483

DIY Planting Seeds for the Kids of Tomorrow
Grow your own plants and learn why it’s important to take care of the environment. Rutgers UNICEF CABH-276

Dreams vs. Fears
Write your biggest dream—and your biggest challenge. Take a picture to join our collage. To Write Love On Her Arms CABH-334

Filipino Martial Arts
Learn the art and self defense styles of Filipino Martial Arts. Rutgers University Filipino Martial Arts CABH-116

For the Kids!
Hundreds of stickers, coloring pages, markers, and candy! Circle K CABH-108

Gender and Jewelry
Make beaded bracelets, and learn about gender identity and pronouns. The Rutgers Queer Student Alliance CABH-340

Get Creative with RAD
Contribute to a collaborative art board, design and color your own stickers to take home with you, and get your face painted by our creative club members! Rutgers Art and Design Club CABH-117

Glimpses into the Asian American Experience
Participate in fun activities and trivia on the Asian American experience. Asian Student Council CABH-422

Inspiring South Asian Youth
Learn how we promote success among Central Jersey’s youth through academic, professional, and social mentoring. Inspiring South Asian Youth CABH-506

Klesis
Learn more about this Christian student organization. Department of Student Involvement, Faith Based, Klesis CABH-505

Let’s Talk about Thaakat
Play corn toss and answer questions to win a prize. Thaakat Foundation CABH-412

Make Bracelets and Toy Airplanes for Refugees
Make bead bracelets and toy airplanes for refugees from the Middle East, or even keep them for yourself! The Palestine Children’s Relief Fund CABH-128

Makeup and Manicures
We seek to empower senior women by providing free mani-pedi treatments to local women living in senior homes. On Rutgers Day, get a free manicure or pedicure for yourself! GlamourGals CABH-149

Medical Board Game
Learn about our club and test your medical skills with Operation. SEBS Pre-Medical/Pre-Dental Society CABH-73

Meet The Medium!
Meet the editors of The Medium, Rutgers’ student-run weekly satirical newspaper, and check out past editions. The Medium CABH-202

Navy ROTC
Thinking about joining the Navy after graduation? Learn more. Scarlet Anchor Society CABH-298

Palestine Explained
Learn how we advocate for the human rights of Palestinians and discover the role you can have in ending injustices. Students for Justice in Palestine CABH-483

Phi Sigma Kappa Carnival Day
Play carnival games and learn the history and culture of our fraternity. Phi Sigma Kappa CABH-488

Planting Seeds for the Kids of Tomorrow
Grow your own plants and learn why it’s important to take care of the environment. Rutgers UNICEF CABH-276

Polish Pride
Have a go at Polish trivia for a chance to win a prize, and take in some Polish tunes. Rutgers Polish Club CABH-75

Political Affairs
Brush up on current domestic and international political affairs. RU Progressive CABH-64

POP Quiz
Test your knowledge of global health topics from educational inequity to gender inequality and the cycle of poverty. Pencils of Promise CABH-387

Where to Eat

Brower Commons
Dining Hall serves a full cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $12.

College Avenue Student Center features a food court with a large selection of popular eateries.

The Yard features a varied selection of lunch options.

Vendors are located on Voorhees Mall.
Community Zone
Explore displays on each campus hosted by local community organizations.

Psi Sigma Phi History
Learn why we’re proud of our rich history. Psi Sigma Phi Multicultural Fraternity, Inc. CABH-375

Public Health: Health and Wellness
Make model germs out of play-dough and slime, and see how germs spread. New Jersey Public Health Association CABH-339

Punjabis at Rutgers
Create a craft or participate in an activity to celebrate Punjabi culture. Association of Punjabis at Rutgers University (APRU) CABH-495

RFS Dream Team
Learn how we harness our values of integrity, outreach, development, and empowerment to cultivate a student body of high achieving young professionals. Rutgers Future Scholars CABH-504

RU a Smart Cookie?
Test your Rutgers and Girl Scouts knowledge at this interactive trivia game! Troop RU CABH-18

RU Curly
Natural hair is beautiful! Pin the flower in the afro or take part in a braiding race. RU Curly CABH-207

Prescription Drug Awareness on Campus
Learn how we spread awareness about prescription drugs and take preventative measures to maintain a safe campus community. Prescription Drug Abuse and Overprescription Awareness (PDAOA) CABH-399

Project Sunshine
Learn how we raise money, donate time, and bring about awareness for children suffering from medical illnesses in pediatriic hospitals. Project Sunshine CABH-81

RU about Service?
What exactly is service? Play a game and spin the wheel. Department of Leadership and Experiential Learning, Rutgers University Alternative Breaks CABH-425

Running Trivia
Test your knowledge about the world of running, and learn about the training, races, and events we have to offer. Rutgers Running Club CABH-417

Rutgers Democrats
Learn what we do, and why students should join. Rutgers Democrats CABH-503

Rutgers Irish Dance Club
Learn some dance moves with us, do some Irish-themed arts and crafts, and watch our members perform. Performing Arts CABH-179

Rutgers Judo Presents: The Power of Judo
Judokas showcase their throwing techniques, physical abilities, and skills. Plus, learn the physical benefits and practical uses of Judo. Rutgers Judo CABH-408

Rutgers Lingua
Learn about language learning opportunities at Rutgers. All levels are welcome! Rutgers Lingua CABH-293

Rutgers NROTC
Learn how we educate and train young men and women for leadership positions in an increasingly technical Navy and Marine Corps. NROTC Rutgers CABH-99

RU Sikhs Tying Turbans
Tie a turban and learn more about the Sikh religion. Rutgers University Sikh Student Association CABH-473

Sand Art and Brain Tease
Get engaged in the mathematical sciences, with brain teasers and physical puzzles, and get creative with sand art. Women in Computer Science CABH-199

Say NO MORE to Sexual Violence!
Wear a blue ribbon to support survivors and an end to sexual violence. Spin the wheel to answer a question for a prize. Rutgers NO MORE CABH-78

Scene It!
Test your Seinfeld knowledge and learn some of the show’s psychiatry along the way, with this popular game. Mind and Media CABH-279

Served by the Bell
Color a smile to send to seniors or those in need. Wear a blue ribbon to support survivors and an end to sexual violence. Spin the wheel to answer a question for a prize. Rutgers NO MORE CABH-78

Tackling Single-Use Plastics
See how NJPIRG students are battling single-use plastics in New Brunswick. NJPIRG CABH-447

Tattoos with Bioethics
Receive a temporary tattoo of your choice, and learn about our organization. Rutgers Bioethics CABH-392

Temporary Tattoos
Bring the kids for activities and temporary tattoos, and learn more about our organization. Omega Phi Omega CABH-332

Veterans Trivia Table
Play a trivia game to win prizes! Learn more about veterans healthcare, mental health awareness, and how you can help your local veterans. Rutgers Enactus Vets4Warriors CABH-341

Water Walk
Tackle the obstacle course, representing what millions of people have to endure to obtain water. Charity: water Rutgers CABH-146

College Avenue Student Center Area
All-day programs
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Balloon Pop
Center for Islamic Life
Throw a dart at balloons filled with paint to contribute to a unique Rutgers Day art piece. Muslim Feminists for the Arts CASCA-414

Bone Health: Securing a Strong Foundation
Learn about bone health and osteoporosis. Rutgers Orthopedic and Sports Medicine CASCA-230

Creating a Healthy U
Spin the wheel to find out about healthy food, good dental hygiene, fitness tips, and more. Eric B. Chandler Health Center CASCA-119

Dunk a Lambda/Pie a Lambda
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Get the chance to dunk a member of our organization inside a water tank. Lambda Theta Phi Latin Fraternity, Inc., Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-70

Fiesta Latina
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Get the chance to dunk a member of our organization inside a water tank. Lambda Theta Phi Latin Fraternity, Inc., Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-70

Genetics and Family Health History
How does your family history and genetics impact your health? Perinatal Genetics, Division of Clinical Genetics CASCA-145

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Hands-On Experience with Prosthetic Devices 24
Experience what it’s like to use a cable prosthetic arm and prosthetic limbs, and take in a myoelectric hand demonstration. Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation CASCA-514

Hands-Only CPR and High Fidelity Simulation 25
Do you know what to do when someone goes into cardiac arrest? Learn what to do when minutes count. Department of Emergency Medicine, Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-376

Big R and Scarlet Stages
Enjoy performances by student groups on the Voorhees Mall Big R Stage and the Scarlet Stage in front of Bishop House.

Jello Brain Surgery 25
Perform brain surgery on model skulls and brains, donning gloves, a surgical gown, and surgical mask. Every hour on the hour, see and participate in a hands-on demo of how brain and spine surgery is done. Rutgers Neurosurgery, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-76

Latino Student Organization Showcase 20
Center for Latino Arts and Culture See the recent accomplishments of Rutgers’ Latino student organizations. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-531

Let’s Be Healthy Together! 25
Join RWJBarnabas Health in partnership with Rutgers Health as we explore the mysteries of the brain with our nationally renowned neurosurgeons. Learn how to keep your family healthy while touring our Wellness on Wheels, a mobile greenhouse and cooking school bringing free demonstrations and nutrition education to you at Rutgers Day. RWJBarnabas Health, Rutgers Health CASCA-598

Make a Diagnosis 25
Learn how pathologists work, what they do, and make a diagnosis yourself. Department of Pathology, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-424

Med School Communications 25
Learn about the clinical and administrative services provided by Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School. Department of Communications and Public Affairs, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-264

Medical Update 25
Learn how to keep your bones, heart, gut, and other systems healthy. Department of Medicine, Rutgers Biomedical and Health Sciences, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-519

Meet LASO 20
Center for Latino Arts and Culture See how we unify and organize Rutgers’ Latino community and educate about Latino cultures in the Caribbean, Central, and South America. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-131

Meet MASA 20
Center for Latino Arts and Culture Learn how we support and empower Mexican American students and their allies. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-130

New CLAC Mural Celebration 20
Center for Latino Arts and Culture Celebrate the Center’s new mural by Layqa Nuna Yawar with alumni, students, and friends. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-532

One Health: For Everyone 25
Learn about integrative efforts to attain optimal health for people, animals, and the environment. Play true/false or bean bag toss, and get your face painted. Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences, Women’s Health Institute CASCA-177

Pediatrics and Neurosurgery 25
See firsthand how surgeons use laparoscopic tools in the OR. Pediatric Surgery, Pediatric Neurosurgery CASCA-569

Poet of the Future: An Exhibition Celebrating the Bicentennial of the Birth of Walt Whitman 25
Alexander Library, first floor gallery This exhibit celebrates the 200th anniversary of the birth of one of America’s greatest poets with rare books, manuscripts, photos, newspapers, and other rare artifacts. Special Collections and University Archives, Rutgers University Libraries CASCA-304

Polaroid Time! 25
Center for Latino Arts and Culture Snap a pic then decorate it. Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. CASCA-169

Powerful Women Trivia 25
Center for Latino Arts and Culture Test your knowledge of powerful women and gain a positive affirmation. Latinas Promoviendo Comunidad, Lambda Pi Chi Sorority, Inc. CASCA-535

Robotic Surgery 25
See firsthand how robots perform routine and complex surgeries. Take a turn using the robotic arm! Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital CASCA-69

Rutgers Army ROTC Open House 15
Army ROTC Building Tour the Rutgers Army ROTC building or stop in to chat with Active Duty Army Officers and Army ROTC Cadets. Rutgers Army ROTC CASCA-396

Rutgers Family Medicine and Rutgers Premier 15
Get a basic health screening, snap a selfie in the Doctor Dress-up Booth, and snag a first aid gift bag. Department of Family Medicine and Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-468

Rutgers Jeopardy 15
Center for Islamic Life Test your knowledge of what makes Rutgers and Rutgers alumni one-of-a-kind! Rutgers Muslim Alumni Association (RUMAA) CASCA-74

ScreenNJ Inflatable Colon 15
Get up close and personal with your lower intestines! Learn about colorectal cancer screening and prevention, and see what a healthy colon looks like. ScreenNJ Program, Department of Cancer Health Equity, Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey CASCA-63

Si or No with A.L.S.O 20
Center for Latino Arts and Culture See if you can spot the artists, celebrities, musicians, and political leaders that all identify as Afro-Latinx. Rutgers Afro-Latinx Student Organization CASCA-466

Stop the Bleed Training 25
Learn how to use a tourniquet, pack a wound, and control bleeding in case of emergency. Department of Emergency Medicine, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-49

The Future of Cancer Treatment Today 15
Learn about advances in cancer research, prevention, and treatment. Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey CASCA-32

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Rutgers on Parade

At 10:30 a.m., the Rutgers Day and Alumni Parade makes its way from the College Avenue Gym toward Old Queens. Cheer on the Old Guard as they join new alumni, the class of 2019, and the Rutgers Marching Scarlet Knights, cheerleaders and Scarlet Knight mascot. The marching band will perform on Hamilton Street at the end of the parade.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).

What Are You Coded for?

Create your medical family tree, build a DNA molecule, and learn more about hereditary cancer. Participate in a trivia contest at 11 a.m., 1 p.m., and 3 p.m. The Hereditary Oncology Prevention and Evaluation (HOPE) Program, the LIFE Center, Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey CASCA-463

College Avenue Student Center Area

Programs listed by start time

10:30 a.m.

Rutgers Day and Alumni Weekend Parade

Celebrate with Rutgers alumni, cheerleaders, and the Scarlet Knight as they make their way down College Avenue, culminating in a performance by the Rutgers Marching Band on Hamilton Street. Rutgers University Alumni Association CASCA-24

1 p.m. – 4 p.m.

Fight for Freedom: Paul Robeson’s Life and Legacy

Alexander Library

Through the exhibition in Alexander Library, learn about the life of Paul Robeson, one of Rutgers’ most distinguished alumni and a true renaissance man. Curator led tours offered at 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. Special Collections and University Archives, New Brunswick Libraries CASCA-290

Old Queens Area

All-day programs

10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Rutgers Alumni House Tour

Van Nest Hall

Stop in for some refreshments and a tour of the new Alumni House! Rutgers University Alumni Association CAOQ-133

Around the World in 80 Seconds

Test your geography skills and see how many countries you can find in 80 seconds.

Rutgers Global: Programs and Partnerships CAVM2-175

Art Detective Scavenger Hunt

Zimmerli Art Museum

Follow the clues hiding in works of art to complete a scavenger hunt and win a prize! Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-90

Art Explorations

Zimmerli Art Museum

Enjoy art-making and other hands-on activities inspired by artworks in the Zimmerli’s exhibitions. Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-89

Be a Part of the Art: Painting and Crafts with Douglass

Make your mark by contributing to our collaborative Red Pine painting. Gender and Arts Program, Academic Programs, Douglass Residential College CAVM1-300

Be the Change! Equity Challenge

Learn how NGOs distribute resources in an equitable and fair way, and play pin the vaccine on the patient. GlobeMed CAVM2-403

Biggest Bubbles

Make a human-sized bubble! Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CAVM1-5

Building Blocks of Ethics and Compliance

How many blocks can you remove before the tower comes crashing down? University Ethics and Compliance CAVM2-6

Button Making with the Libraries

Create your own custom button to show your love for libraries, Rutgers, and New Jersey! Rutgers University Libraries–New Brunswick CAVM1-191

Coloring Rutgers Day ‘Diplomas’

Join Scarlet Ambassadors to fill out and color a diploma certifying your participation in Rutgers Day 2019. Office of Undergraduate Admissions CAVM2-301

Combating Ageism: “Popping” Myths of Aging Game

Roll a die to select a myth and fact about aging. “Pop” the myth to win a prize. Programs on Aging, MSW Certificate in Aging and Health CAVM1-474

Construction Play Center

Bring the kids to stack wooden and cardboard blocks into towers and buildings. Office of Communications and Marketing, Graduate School of Education CAVM3-163

Cover Star!

Appear on the cover of Rutgers Magazine and in Rutgers’ official news source, Rutgers Today. Department of University Communications and Marketing CAVM2-384

Crafts and Culture

Join in crafts and games, and meet the famous paper cutter, Master Cheng! Asian American Cultural Center CAVM1-95

Create Your Own Rutgers Day Story

Create your own story booklet by writing about your fun day and drawing pictures. School of Communication and Information CAVM3-174

Creative Play Center

Squeeze and sculpt mounds of colorful kinetic sand, all while using abstract thinking to develop symbolic representation skills. Office of Communications and Marketing, Graduate School of Education CAVM3-162

Cross-Cultural Exploration and Tour

Test your knowledge of different cultures and countries. Rutgers Global Network CAVM2-496

Decorate Denim for Survivors

Decorate a denim square to add to our denim quilt, in a show of support for survivors of interpersonal violence. Office for Violence Prevention and Victim Assistance CAVM3-442

Divertiamoci!

Come play with the Italian department! Department of Italian CAVM2-256
Dramatic Play Center ⋆ Make and decorate your own puppet. Office of Communications and Marketing, Graduate School of Education CAVM3-164

Economics in Action ⋆ Join in exhibits, games, and simulations showcasing the power of economics at Rutgers. Omicron Delta Epsilon, RECONS, Department of Economics, School of Arts and Sciences CAVM1-222

Ecosystem Services in Trees ⋆ Learn about trees and the services they provide on Rutgers campuses. Department of Human Ecology CAVM1-120

Embrace Your Career Journey ⋆ Define the path you’re on (or want to be on) with our career journey boards. University Career Services CAVM1-390

Face Painting ⋆ Become a living work of art! Choose from butterflies, dinosaurs, the Rutgers “R,” and many more designs! University Career Services CAVM2-8

Fromage Frenzy ⋆ Join in this famous cheese tasting quiz. Department of French CAVM2-8

Get Your Jersey On! ⋆ We’re celebrating the 150th anniversary of college football this fall! Pick up free team schedule posters, ticket info, block R magnets, temporary tattoos, and interact with student-athletes. Rutgers University Division of Intercollegiate Athletics CAVM2-140

Global Suncatchers ⋆ Capture the beauty of the world in a craft project, while learning about study abroad opportunities and picking up some international trivia. Rutgers Global—Study Abroad CAVM2-155

Global Trivia ⋆ Can you match a famous landmark to its country of origin? Play games to learn more about our international community. Rutgers Global—International Student and Scholar Services CAVM2-204

Guess the Ancient Chinese Character ⋆ Ever wonder how Chinese characters were created? Try to guess what ancient characters mean with a fun matching game. Rutgers Global—China Office CAVM2-349

Honors College: Curiosity. Knowledge. Purpose. ⋆ Share how you use your own curiosity, knowledge, and purpose to make positive change, and take a tour of the Honors College. Honors College at Rutgers University—New Brunswick CAVM3-452

In 2019, Rutgers marks the centennial anniversary of Paul Robeson’s graduation from Rutgers College. In recognition, our community honors his achievements as a scholar, athlete, actor, singer, and global activist in a yearlong celebration. Visit Rutgers Day programs that pay tribute to his legacy.

Keeping History Alive ⋆ Engage in a discourse about Rutgers history and even lend your story to the oral history archives. Rutgers Oral History Archives, Department of History, School of Arts and Sciences CAVM2-227

Language and Linguistics ⋆ Find out what a linguist does (or doesn’t do), and how linguistics prepares you for a wide variety of careers. Undergraduate Linguistics Club, Undergraduate Speech and Hearing Club, Department of Linguistics CAVM3-57

Learn to Speak Italian ⋆ Showcase your Italian skills (or lack thereof!) by pronouncing a list of difficult Italian words. Rutgers Italian Club CAVM2-406

Learning by Doing! Interactions with Undergraduate Researchers ⋆ Join in games with undergraduate researchers to learn about the exciting and innovative research happening at Rutgers. Aresty Research Center for Undergraduates CAVM2-515

Learning through Play ⋆ Bring the kids for fun activities that engage their minds—with math, science, and more—and their sense of play. Graduate School of Education CAVM3-196

Make and Take a Story ⋆ Decorate iconic characters from children’s literature and write a story to go along with them. Office of Communications and Marketing, Graduate School of Education CAVM3-165

Marathon Reading: William Goldman’s The Princess Bride ⋆ Listen and take a turn as students, children, faculty, alumni, and other literature lovers stage an all-day, continuous reading of William Goldman’s The Princess Bride. Department of English CAVM3-158

Mindful Minutes ⋆ What is mindfulness? How can we use it? Why should we care? Learn more about it and how to do it. Office of Communications and Marketing, Graduate School of Education CAVM3-462

Multilingual Storytelling ⋆ Engage in multilingual stories—even those new to the language. The Conversation Tree, Graduate School of Education. CAVM3-465

Paul Robeson Centennial Anniversary ⋆ Rutgers marks the centennial anniversary of Paul Robeson’s graduation from Rutgers College in 1919. In recognition, our community honors his achievements as a scholar, athlete, actor, singer, and global activist. Learn more about the remarkable life of Robeson and see him come to life in a historical reenactment. Office of Community Affairs CAVM1-567

Paul Robeson Cultural Center ⋆ Get an Adinkra tattoo to learn about the history behind the symbols. Paul Robeson Cultural Center CAVM1-144

Paul Robeson Plaza ⋆ Learn about Paul Robeson, as well as our journey from first proposing Paul Robeson Plaza in 2015 to the dedication ceremony on April 12, 2019. Class of ’71 Milestone Campaign Committee CAVM3-195

Paul Robeson Portraits ⋆ Zimmerli Art Museum Commissioned works highlight Paul Robeson’s legacy as part of Rutgers’ yearlong celebration honoring this esteemed alumnus. #Robeson100 Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-597

Philosophy Cafe ⋆ Enjoy coffee and lemonade, solve logic puzzles, watch a philosophy puppet show, and discuss philosophical issues in the “Ask a Philosopher” booth. Department of Philosophy, Center for Philosophy of Religion, Rutgers Philosophy Club, Phi Sigma Tau-Philosophy Honors Society, Arete-Rutgers Philosophy Journal and Rutgers Minorities and Philosophy (MAP) CAVM3-306

Planning Healthy Communities: NJ and Beyond ⋆ Learn how we’ve trained students in urban planning, public policy, public health, and health administration. Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy CAVM3-137

Polaroid Photo Booth ⋆ Get your photo taken with press badges, microphones, newspapers, and alongside famous journalists and news anchors. School of Communication and Information CAVM3-176

Prize Wheel ⋆ Spin the wheel and get a prize! School of Communication and Information CAVM3-178

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Put Your Imagination Into Action with Expressive Arts 4-H
Explore a variety of hands-on creative arts experiences, and take in the visual, media, and performing arts projects created by New Jersey 4-H members. Department of 4-H Youth Development CAVM1-80

R Cupcake Display and Tasting
Help yourself to a cupcake or two, and take a selfie in front of the 2,500 cupcakes that make up the R display! Student Affairs, Dining Services CAVM1-85

R Garden
Visit the interactive art installation made of block R sculptures, and decorate your own R! Regional Bestselling Books from Rutgers University Press Browse books about our great state and surrounding region, and meet some best-selling authors at the book signing! Enter a contest to win $100 worth of books and enjoy 40% off all titles. Rutgers University Press CAVM2-52

RU Historical?
Test your history knowledge to win prizes, learn about the Scarlet and Black project, and color your way through history. Department of History CAVM2-280

RU Sustainable?
Find out how you can help save the world by learning about and taking action to reach the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Rutgers Sustainability Coalition CAVM2-277

Rutgers 33KB Toastmasters Club
Join the new Rutgers 33KB Toastmasters or the Rutgers Student Toastmasters clubs to further develop your public speaking and leadership skills. Rutgers 33KB Toastmasters Club CAVM2-573

Rutgers Center for Continuing Professional Development (CCPD)
Boost your job marketability with online certificate programs. Division of Continuing Studies (DOCS) CAVM1-9

Saint Peter’s Teddy Bear Clinic
Attention, kids! Come and play doctor using Saint Peter’s teddy bears. Parents, obtain health information in pediatric services. Saint Peter’s Healthcare System CAVM1-564

Sand Art Station
Create your own Scarlet sand art using red, white, and black sand. School of Communication and Information CAVM3-173

Scarlet Alumni Headquarters
Catch up at Scarlet HQ: refreshments, photos, class year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association CAVM1-22

Step into Chinese Opera
Discover the beauty and pageantry of Chinese opera with face painting, coloring, stage costumes, and props. Confucius Institute at Rutgers University CAVM-14

Sustainable Development Goal Game Day
Play games to learn about the UN's Sustainable Development Goals. Rutgers GenUN CAVM2-356

Tent of Big Ideas
Faculty speakers, undergraduate and prospective student information, and an SAS treasure hunt. School of Arts and Sciences CAVM1-160

The Excavation Experience
Experience the basics of excavation, classics, and art history with an archaeology sandbox, papyri and stone inscriptions, Greek vase coloring templates, and authentic toga dress. Department of Classics CAVM2-367

The Greatest Office on Earth
Play carnival games with our amazing students. School of Arts and Sciences Educational Opportunity Fund Program CAVM2-11

Title IX and Ending Sexual Violence
Participate in activities to learn more about the Title IX office and the End Sexual Violence Committee. The Office of Student Affairs Compliance and Title IX CAVM1-430

Together, We Change the World!
Face painting, live music, and puppet shows demonstrate how families can engage in their communities. Collaborative Center for Community-Based Research and Service CAVM3-372

Tour the New Hillel House
Eva and Ari Halpert Hillel House Tour our new state-of-the-art building, designed to meet the programming needs of 6,400 Jewish undergraduate students. Rutgers Hillel CACZ3-183

Trivia Wheel
Think you know what it's like to be a part of Rutgers' off-campus community? Spin the trivia wheel to test your knowledge and win prizes. Off-Campus Living and Community Partnerships CAVM1-257

Uncovering Earth’s Secrets at the Geology Museum
Explore the mysteries of the ocean floor through several hands-on science activities inside the museum. Rutgers Geology Museum, Department of Marine and Coastal Sciences CAVM1-262

University Commencement and Shout Out Videos
Scott Hall, room 123 Videotape a “shout out” message for the stadium’s big screen at University Commencement. Or, pose for pics in a Rutgers cap and gown. Kids sizes are available, too! #RU2019University Commencement, Office of the Secretary CAVM1-26

Welcome, Junior Scientists
Kids, participate in hands-on scientific activities! Parents, learn how your child explores and discovers the world around them. Child Research Labs, Department of Psychology, Rutgers University–Newark CAVM1-138

What Do You Stand For?
Design a mini poster with what you stand for, or messages that inspire you. School of Social Work CAVM1-215

Wheel of Fortune
Compete in an exciting game to win prizes. Gift cards will be given to contest winners once every hour! The Office of Student Accounting, Billing, and Cashier Services CAVM2-142

World of Languages
Practice or learn a new language with faculty and students from various units, language departments, and student organizations. Rutgers Global, School of Arts and Sciences CAVM2-203

Voorhees Mall Area
Programs listed by start time
11 a.m.
Children’s Choir Performance
Zimmerli Art Museum Performance features singers grades 3 through 12 from the Choristers, Chamber Singers, and Scarlet Singers ensembles. Mason Gross Extension Division CAVZ-98

1 p.m.
Adult Chamber Music and Young Artists’ Program Performance
Zimmerli Art Museum Enjoy a performance by the chamber music program. Mason Gross Extension Division CAVZ-97

1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Cap & Skull Annual Meeting
Scott Hall, room 135 Learn more about this exclusive honor society at its annual meeting. Cap & Skull CAVM1-246

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).